Nearshore internal bores and turbulent mixing in southern Monterey Bay
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[1] We observed transient stratification and mixing events associated with nearshore internal bores in southern Monterey Bay using an array of instruments with high spatial and temporal resolution. The arrival of the bores is characterized by surging masses of dense (cold) water that tend to stratify the water column. The bore is followed by a gradual drop in the temperature throughout the water column over several hours (defined here as the bore period) until a sharp warm-front relaxation, followed by high frequency temperature fluctuations, returns the column back to nearly its original state (defined here as the mixing period). Mixing periods revealed increased temperature variance at high frequencies ($\omega > N$), as well as a greater percentage of events where dynamic instabilities may be present ($Ri < 0.25$), suggesting active mixing of the stratified water column. Turbulent dissipation rates in the stratified interior during the mixing period, estimated using the technique of isopycnal slope spectra, revealed mean values the same order of magnitude as near-bed bottom-generated turbulence. Observations indicate that local shear-produced turbulent kinetic energy by the warm front relaxations dominates mixing in the stratified interior. The non-canonical nature of these bore and relaxation events is also investigated with a numerical model, and the dynamics are shown to depend on the internal Irribarren number. Our results suggest that nearshore internal bores interacting with local bathymetry dramatically alter local dynamics and mixing in the nearshore with important ecological implications.


1. Introduction

[2] Energetic nonlinear internal waves are ubiquitous features in the nearshore coastal ocean, defined here as the innermost portion of the continental shelf extending from the shoreline to about 2 km offshore, where internal waves often appear bore-like rather than wave-like [e.g., Pineda, 1994; Leichter et al., 1996; Storlazzi et al., 2003; Scotti and Pineda, 2004; Nam and Send, 2011; Davis and Monismith, 2011; Wong et al., 2012]. Numerical studies of internal wave shoaling [e.g., Venayagamoorthy and Fringer, 2007] have identified the formation of internal bores (boluses) that act to drive dense water across the adjacent shelf where they can impact coastal ecosystems. In effect, the nearshore coastal ocean can be thought of as the “swash zone” for larger-scale internal wavefields on the continental shelf. From a practical standpoint, these flows are observed to be important for cross-shelf transport and exchange of nutrients, sediments, and contaminants [Wolanski and Pickard, 1983; Leichter et al., 1996; Boehm et al., 2002]; larval transport [Pineda, 1991, 1994, 1995, 1999]; and turbulent mixing and dissipation [Venayagamoorthy and Fringer, 2007; Nam and Send, 2011].

[3] In shallow waters, as nonlinear waves of depression shoal along a sloping bottom, they morph into waves of elevation near the point where the pycnocline is located at the midpoint between the surface and the bottom [Grimshaw et al., 1999; Scotti and Pineda, 2004; Shroyer et al., 2009]. These bottom-trapped internal waves of elevation are characterized by upslope surging fronts, followed by dense (cold) waters [c.f. Nam and Send, 2011]. They have also been referred to as elevation-type solitary waves with trapped (cold) cores, as well as solitobores to emphasize the combination of wave-like and bore-like properties [e.g., Klymak and Moun, 2003; Hosegood and van Haren, 2004; Scotti and Pineda, 2004; Nam and Send, 2011]. Here, we will refer to nonlinear cold water surges as bores. This term emphasizes the shock-like nature of the change, and is used by analogy to discontinuous changes in depth in unsteady shallow water free surface flows [Stoker, 1948].

[4] The typical (referred to here as canonical) bore on a sloping shelf has an initial steep face (often called a front)
that is responsible for the bulk of the temperature drop associated with the bore event. This front is followed by a gradual tapered warming where the temperature returns to roughly its original state slowly over several hours [e.g., Leichter et al., 1996; Hosegood and van Haren, 2004]. In this case, instabilities and mixing associated with the bore event are often confined to the initial propagation of the core and trailing internal waves. For the canonical case, no strong warm front is observed.

[s] The bore events observed in this study do not follow the canonical description and are defined here as non-canonical. While the initial bore still provides a sharp drop in temperature, the temperature continues to decrease slowly over several hours. This cooling is followed by an abrupt warm front and high frequency fluctuations that return the water column to roughly its original temperature. The warm front can be viewed as the relaxation of the bores downslope [e.g., Pineda, 1994]. As the cold bores propagate onshore into warmer water, a front is formed between the cold bore water and the displaced warm water. Eventually the bore, like swash on a beach, comes to rest, and the currents reverse, as the cold waters (followed by displaced warm waters) rush back offshore near the bottom [Pineda, 1994]. As we will show, the canonical versus non-canonical nature of these bores is dependent on local bathymetry and internal wave properties.

[s] The first objective of this study is to understand the general characteristics and fate of bores in the nearshore environment of southern Monterey Bay. Internal bores are common along many continental margins [Shea and Broenkow, 1982; Pineda, 1991, 1994, 1995, 1999; Leichter et al., 1996; Colosi et al., 2001; Klymak and Moum, 2003; Storlazzi et al., 2003; Hosegood and van Haren, 2004; Nam and Send, 2011]. Yet, detailed observations of internal bores in the nearshore are rare, mainly due to the lack of measurements with sufficiently high temporal and spatial resolution to adequately resolve the dynamics [c.f. Scotti and Pineda, 2004; Nam and Send, 2011]. Here, we take advantage of detailed measurements of cold bores in southern Monterey Bay in order to better understand their dynamics and effect on the nearshore coastal environment.

[s] The second objective is to quantify local turbulent dissipation and mixing by internal bores in the nearshore environment of southern Monterey Bay. Continental shelves and the nearshore environment are thought to be an important, but highly variable, contributor to the dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) in the ocean [Carter et al., 2005]. Likewise, the irreversible mixing of momentum is often linked to the cascade of energy at large-scales through an internal wave continuum to small-scale turbulence [Kunze et al., 2002; Klymak and Moum, 2007a, 2007b]. Consequently, shoaling internal waves provide a significant energy transfer pathway, where instabilities and breaking are directly linked to turbulent dissipation. Recent studies have estimated turbulent dissipation rates in stratified flows with success using horizontal gradients of vertical isotherm displacements, or isopycnal slopes [Klymak and Moum, 2007a, 2007b; Woodson et al., 2011]. Here, we use the isopycnal slope spectra method to assess turbulent dissipation and mixing due to localized shear-induced turbulence generated by the observed bore events.

[s] The overall goal of this study is to examine how internal bores affect nearshore circulation dynamics, local turbulent mixing, and the consequent impacts on nearshore coastal ecosystems. Here, we focus on local water column dynamics and mixing in the nearshore environment of southern Monterey Bay. Regional forcing and generation mechanisms, as well as energetics, will be investigated in future studies. In section 2, we introduce the field site, sampling strategy, and data processing methods. Section 3 describes the general features of the bores and warm front relaxations including propagation characteristics, effects on the density field, and detailed structure. This is followed by a quantitative comparison of the temperature variance and the potential for turbulent mixing between the bore and relaxation events. Finally, we employ the technique of isopycnal slope spectra to estimate turbulent dissipation rates associated with the relaxation events. Section 4 provides a discussion of the results including an examination of the non-canonical nature of the bores using a numerical model, as well as an examination of turbulence in the stratified interior and nearshore environment. Section 5 summarizes the findings and highlights potential implications.

2. Site Description and Methods

2.1. Experimental Setup

[s] Monterey Bay, located along the central coast of California, is a semi-enclosed embayment and features one of the largest submarine canyons on the west coast of the United States (Figure 1a) [Carter et al., 2005]. Large amplitude internal waves are a common feature in and around the canyon, with isopycnal displacements reaching hundreds of meters [e.g., Breaker and Broenkow, 1994; Petruncio et al., 1998; Kunze et al., 2002]. Currents are dominated by the $M_2$ (~12.42 h period) tidal component with barotropic velocities reaching up to 0.2 m/s on the shelf [Breaker and Broenkow, 1994], although baroclinic tidal velocities are important near the head of the Monterey Canyon [Carter, 2010]. The southern portion of the bay, which is the location of this study, is protected from dominant swell and not significantly influenced by diurnal winds so that the currents are not strongly correlated with surface wave and wind-forcing (C. B. Woodson, Spatio-temporal variation in cross-shelf exchange across Monterey Bay, CA, submitted to Journal of Physical Oceanography, 2012).

[s] Moored instrument arrays were deployed from 1 to 16 May 2010 in southern Monterey Bay in order to capture internal bore activity. Moorings were arranged in approximately a right triangle offshore of Hopkins Marine Station (HMS – Stanford University, Pacific Grove, CA) located in the southern end of the bay and just inside of the Monterey Peninsula (Figure 1b). The main/center (MN) and along-shore (AS) moorings were deployed on the 15 m isobath about 100 m apart, while the cross-shore (XS) mooring was placed approximately 100 m offshore of MN near the 20 m isobath (Figure 1b). Each mooring was equipped with a dense vertical arrangement of SBE39 and SBE56 temperature loggers (n ≥ 6 at each mooring) throughout the water column. MN and XS each had a bottom-mounted SBE 37 conductivity-temperature-depth (CTD) logger. An RDI 1200 kHz Workhorse acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP) was deployed at the MN mooring sampling in fast- ping Mode 12 with 0.25 m vertical bin spacing. The ADCP was leveled by divers in order to minimize instrument tilt errors.
In order to capture the high temporal variability associated with the bores and estimate dissipation rates using isopycnal slope spectra, the temperature loggers and ADCP at the MN mooring were programmed to maximize the sampling frequency while maintaining enough battery life to capture a sufficient number of bore and relaxation events (10 to 16 May 2010, \( n = 7 \) events). Details of mooring configurations, sampling rates, and periods of deployment are given in Table 1. In what follows, detailed analyses of individual bore events (\( n = 7 \)) presented will be during the one-week sampling period when all three moorings collected data (10 to 16 May 2010), while general characteristics of the bore arrival will include results over the entire study period (1 to 16 May 2010). Longer time series collected in this region as part of PISCO (Partnership for Interdisciplinary Studies of Coastal Oceans), albeit with less temporal and spatial resolution than the current study, indicate that these results are representative of longer time scales (Woodson, submitted manuscript, 2012).

2.2. Data Analysis

2.2.1. Data Processing

[12] Velocity measurements from the ADCP were rotated into cross-shore (\( u \)), along-shore (\( v \)), and vertical (\( w \)) velocity components.

### Table 1. Mooring Configurations, Instrument Details, and Sampling Specifics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mooring ID</th>
<th>Latitude (°N)</th>
<th>Longitude (°W)</th>
<th>Water Depth (m)</th>
<th>Instrument Depth (mab)</th>
<th>Sampling Interval (s)</th>
<th>Sampling Period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XS</td>
<td>36.6219</td>
<td>121.8997</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1 to 16 May 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS</td>
<td>36.622</td>
<td>121.9008</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4, 6, 8, 10, 12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1 to 16 May 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN</td>
<td>36.6212</td>
<td>121.9005</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2, 3, 4, 6, 10, 12</td>
<td>1*, 3</td>
<td>10 to 16 May 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XS</td>
<td>36.6219</td>
<td>121.8997</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1 to 16 May 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN</td>
<td>36.6212</td>
<td>121.9005</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10 to 16 May 2010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Thermistors (SBE39 and SBE56)*

*CTDs (SBE37)*

*ADCP (RDI 1200 kHz)*
components using principal axes obtained from an ADCP associated with a long-term PISCO mooring at the site (Figure 1b). Here, \( u \) velocities are defined as positive onshore, \( v \) velocities positive along-shore headed into the bay (southeastward), and \( w \) velocities positive upward (Figure 1b). During the summer upwelling season, salinity variations in Monterey Bay are minimal so that density is largely controlled by temperature [e.g., Woodson et al., 2009, 2011]. Analysis of the bottom-mounted CTD data showed that small changes in salinity varied linearly with temperature \( (R^2 = 0.93) \). Therefore, densities at all depths were calculated using the observed temperature and the derived linear relationship from the CTD measurements for salinity as a function of temperature.

[13] Spectral calculations are performed using the fast Fourier transform (FFT). For the time series of interest, the time-mean was removed and the series was linearly detrended. Next, the data were split into smaller segments, which were then zero padded to achieve the next power of two for the FFT and to increase frequency resolution. The choice of window length signified a compromise between the increased number of degrees of freedom (DOF) for each spectral estimate, decreased frequency resolution, and length of the original record. Each segment was multiplied by a Hamming window with 50% overlap to decrease spectral leakage. Spectral densities were computed using the FFT, and segments were block averaged. Confidence intervals (95%) were calculated using a chi-square variable analysis and the “equivalent” number of DOF [Emery and Thomson, 2004].

2.2.2. General Characteristics and Propagation

[14] The triangular configuration of the moorings was utilized to calculate the speed \( c \) and direction of propagation (\( \Theta \)) of the bore features following the analysis of Pineda [1999] and Woodson et al. [2011]. Phase speeds and directions were determined with errors less than 1%, based on the spatial design and the sampling frequency of the instruments [e.g., Lee, 1961; Woodson et al., 2011]. Estimates of the bore and warm front relaxation speeds were determined using the 4 m above bottom (mab) temperature logger at all moorings. Similar phase speeds were found using loggers at other heights. Bores were defined as large, step-like drops in the temperature field \( \Delta T \sim 0.5^\circ \text{C} \), cooling in 1 min, throughout the lower portion (0 to 10 mab) of the water column. Likewise, relaxations of the bores were classified as even larger step-like increases in the temperature field \( \Delta T \geq 1^\circ \text{C} \), warming in 5 min) throughout the water column (0 to 12 mab). Ambient currents were taken into account by removing the depth-averaged (barotropic) current in the direction of the bore/relaxation \( (U_{depth}) \) for an hour prior to the arrival of the bore/front. Thus, the actual propagation speed of the bore, \( c = c_{obs} - U_{depth} \), was found using the observed propagation speed \( (c_{obs}) \) in the presence of a barotropic current \( (U_{depth}) \).

2.2.3. Isopycnal Slope Spectra and Turbulent Dissipation

[15] Isopycnal slope spectra were utilized to predict dissipation of TKE \( (\epsilon) \). Isotherm displacements \( (\zeta) \) were calculated for several hours following the passage of the bore relaxations (warm fronts) as,

\[
\zeta = z - Z_o(\rho),
\]

where \( z \) is the thermistor depth and \( Z_o(\rho) \) is the depth at which the observed density \( (\rho) \) is equal to the reference density profile [Klymak and Moum, 2007a, 2007b]. Reference density profiles were taken near the arrival of the warm fronts where the density field did not change significantly in time and spatial resolution was increased by linearly interpolating between adjacent loggers. A Taylor-advect scheme was employed to convert time measurements of \( \zeta \) into the spatial domain using

\[
x = c_{obs}t.
\]

[16] Horizontal gradients of \( \zeta \) were computed to yield the isopycnal slope \( (\zeta_c) \). Time series of \( \zeta_c \) were then FFT-ed as outlined above to produce isopycnal slope spectra \( (\phi_{\zeta_c}) \). These spectra were lightly smoothed using a 9-point geometric mean filter, which had no significant effect on dissipation estimates.

[17] The turbulence subrange consists of both the inertial-convective and inertial-diffusive subranges,

\[
\phi_{\zeta_c}^{\text{Turb}} = 4\pi \Gamma(\frac{1}{2}) \frac{1}{N^2} \left[ C_T(\epsilon)^{-1/3} (2\pi k_i)^{1/3} + g^{1/2} (\epsilon)^{-1/2} (2\pi k_i) \right],
\]

where \( C_T \approx 0.44 \) and \( q \approx 2.3 \) are constants, \( (N^2) \) is the time-mean of the average vertical buoyancy frequency squared over the relaxation event with \( N^2 = -\frac{g}{\rho_o} \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial z} \) is the horizontal wave number, \( \Gamma = 0.2 \) is the assumed mixing efficiency, \( (\epsilon) \) is the average dissipation following the passage of the warm front, and \( \nu \) is the kinematic viscosity of seawater [Klymak and Moum, 2007a, 2007b; Woodson et al., 2011]. It is important to note here that \( \Gamma = 0.2 \) was taken to be a constant based on the turbulence activity numbers \( (\epsilon/vN^2) \), Section 4.2 found in this study [Shih et al., 2005]. \( (\epsilon) \) was estimated by fitting the observed \( \phi_{\zeta_c} \) to equation (3) in the turbulence subrange \((0.04 < k_i < 0.3 \text{ cm})\) and using a nonlinear least squares regression to find \( (\epsilon) \) [Woodson et al., 2011]. Confidence limits (95%) for \( (\epsilon) \) were found by fitting the upper and lower 95% confidence intervals of \( \phi_{\zeta_c} \) to equation (3). Sensitivity of the above procedure to \( c_{obs}, (N^2) \), and \( \Gamma \) was estimated by varying the three parameters and looking at the ratio of \( (\epsilon)/(\epsilon_o) \) for each parameter, where \( (\epsilon_o) \) is the average dissipation calculated from the originally observed parameters.

3. Results

3.1. General Characteristics and Propagation

[18] A time series of density measured at the MN mooring during the week-long period (10 to 16 May 2010; Figure 2) clearly shows repeated episodes of energetic cold (bores) and warm (relaxations) water intrusions propagating through the array. The observed bores are non-canonical. The cold water events (bores) take the form of sudden changes in the density field, especially in the bottom portion of the water column, where the waters change quickly from nearly homogeneous to stratified \( (\Delta T \sim 0.5^\circ \text{C} \), cooling 1 min for \( \Delta T \)). Following the arrival of the initial bore, a series of small amplitude internal waves (10–20 min period) are observed, as the temperature gradually decreases over several hours
Figure 2. (a) Density contour plot from MN highlighting the arrival of bores and relaxations with dashed black lines and dotted black lines, respectively, along with the location of the free surface. (b) Time series of temperature at various heights throughout the water column for the 10 May 2010 bore and relaxation event. The bore (blue) and mixing (red) periods for this particular event are identified with boxes. (c) The calculated bore propagation speed against the theoretical phase speed of a mode-one internal wave. (d) Phasing with respect to the lowest low tidal height (see text for details) for the bores (blue) and relaxations (red), respectively, as a function of the time in hours between the initial bore and relaxation ($\Delta t$).
arrival (Figure 2c). Observations deviated slightly from linear theory, likely due to the nonlinear signature of the bores ($Fr = 0.7$). Phase speeds estimated using both normal mode analysis and solutions to the Taylor-Goldstein equations [Smyth et al., 2011] were extremely erratic due to the rapidly varying density field. The observed median propagation speed of the bores and relaxations (not shown) was 0.12 and 0.16 m/s, respectively. Directionality of the bores as they passed through the moorings indicates a median heading of 195.4° (range of 176.2° to 201.76°) from true north, which is inside the bay and appearing to come from near the canyon mouth (Figure 1a). Conversely, the relaxations were modulated by the local along-shore barotrophic currents and had a median heading of 153.8° (range of 136.0° to 154.3°; Figure 1a), which is roughly along-shelf headed into the bay.

Analysis of the longer time record (1 to 16 May 2010) of densities from the XS mooring was performed to elucidate the timing and arrival of the bores and relaxations with respect to the local tidal phase. Tides in the bay are mixed semi-diurnal and dominated by the $M_2$ tidal component (Figure 2a) [e.g., Breaker and Broenkow, 1994]. Tidal phasing was referenced with respect to the lowest lows on 1 May and 10 May 2010 with a diurnal period (24.82 h period). Two reference dates were used because the interaction of the mixed tidal frequencies ($M_2$ and $K_1$) in the transition from neap to spring tide causes a slight phase shift so that the lowest low changes. The time between the bore and relaxation ($\Delta t$ - bore period) arrival was also calculated. The phasing with respect to tidal height of the bore and relaxation, respectively, as a function of $\Delta t$ shows no apparent pattern between the timing of arrival with respect to the local tidal phase, as the data is scattered about all phases (Figure 2d).

Likewise, there is a broad range of times between the bore and the relaxation ($\Delta t = 6$–20 h), again with no clear link to the phase of the local tides. Further examination of the record indicates no clear pattern in the arrival of the bores and/or relaxations, or $\Delta t$, with respect to spring-neap variability of the tide (not shown). These results are expected given that the observed propagation speeds may have been comparable to spatially and temporally ambient currents throughout the bay. Two additional processes may potentially modulate both the timing and duration of the bore-relaxation events. First, regional scale upwelling acts to uplift the thermocline to depths that may allow for observation of these events in the nearshore. Second, internal seiching within Monterey Bay may also contribute to variability of bore-relaxation events on time scales of 5–10 days.

The importance of the bore and relaxation events to the overall local velocity field is shown in Figure 3. While depth-averaged currents are structured in a way that resembles a boundary layer profile, empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis (not shown) suggests that this flow is much more sheared than would be predicted given the local sandy bottom, even accounting for the effects of surface waves. The along-shore flow is consistently directed out of the bay and to the northwest with the arrival of the cold bores, switching to positive and into the bay with the arrival of the warm front. Cross-shore velocities, which reach more than 0.1 m/s in some places, are much more irregular. However, the arrival of the bores tends to coincide with positive onshore velocities, especially near the bottom of the water column, while the fronts correspond to offshore velocities near the bottom. As with the temperature field, the dominant variability of the velocity field is largely due to the repeated sequence of bores and fronts.
The detailed velocity and density structure for an example bore and relaxation is shown in Figure 4. Waters are well mixed and quiescent until the arrival of the bore, which is marked by a sharp front of dense water in the form of a gravity current with cross-shelf velocities increasing rapidly to nearly 0.1 m/s onshore. The bore is highly nonlinear ($Fr \sim 0.7$) and unstable at the nose with $O(1 \text{ m})$ density overturns present. The warm front relaxation takes the form of a surface gravity current with stronger local shear.

### 3.2. Bore Versus Mixing Period

In order to compare energetics and dynamics between the bores and warm front relaxations, composite ($n = 7$ events) bore and mixing periods (defined in 3.1) were calculated.

Composite temperature spectra were computed by taking each bore or mixing period event, respectively, linearly detrending, removing the mean, windowing, calculating the spectra, and then averaging all respective events ($n = 7$) in frequency space. The composite mixing period dominated temperature variance at high frequencies by nearly a decade compared to the bore period and the entire record (Figure 5). Likewise, significant energy in the temperature fluctuations during the mixing period was sustained at frequencies higher than the average buoyancy frequency ($\omega > \bar{N}$), indicating that
the variability is not due to internal waves, and is likely due to turbulent fluctuations.

To evaluate the potential for mixing due to shear instabilities, gradient Richardson numbers were calculated as, $\text{Ri} = \frac{\nabla^2 U}{c^2}$, where $\nabla^2 U = \left(\frac{\partial U}{\partial x}\right)^2 + \left(\frac{\partial U}{\partial y}\right)^2$ is the vertical shear in the horizontal direction squared and $(U, V)$ are ten-minute averaged velocity profiles. While the bores tend to stably stratify the water column ($\text{Ri} > 0.25$), the relaxation events have a much greater percentage of periods where dynamic instabilities ($\text{Ri} < 0.25$) may be present (Figure 6). Thus, local shear-generated turbulence during the warm front relaxations (mixing period) contributes significantly to the local temperature variance and provides a mechanism for active mixing of the stratified water column.

### 3.3. Turbulent Dissipation and Mixing

The importance of relaxation events to local mixing was examined by estimating the dissipation rate of TKE using isopycnal slope spectra over the mixing period. Estimates were made near the thermocline (~ 6 mab), although other locations in the stratified interior provided similar results. An example of this result is shown in Figure 7. The low wave number portion of the spectrum ($k_x < 10^{-2}$ cpm) represents the internal wave subrange and depends highly on the stratification and frequency content of the internal wavefield [Klymak and Moum, 2007a, 2007b]. As the spectrum moves toward higher wave numbers, the spectrum turns blue, with increasing energy at higher frequencies. In the turbulence subrange ($0.04 < k_x < 0.3$ cpm), the dissipation fit to equation (3) follows the calculated spectrum. At the highest wave numbers, the spectrum begins to turn red, with decreasing energy at higher frequencies. The reddening of the spectra typically occurred near one standard deviation less than the mean buoyancy wave number,

$\text{k}_N = \frac{2\pi \langle N \rangle}{c_{obs}}$, \hspace{1cm} (5)

likely due to the fact that sharper density gradients and overturns are not resolved by the average buoyancy frequency. For the example shown (Figure 7), the average dissipation over the mixing period ($\langle \varepsilon \rangle$) was estimated to be $1.41 \times 10^{-8}$ m$^2$/s$^3$ with upper and lower error bounds (95% confidence intervals) of $2.58 \times 10^{-8}$ and $8.55 \times 10^{-9}$ m$^2$/s$^3$, respectively. The range of $\langle \varepsilon \rangle$ values observed over all mixing periods associated with the relaxation of the bores ($n = 7$) was $2.91 \times 10^{-9}$ to $2.06 \times 10^{-8}$ m$^2$/s$^3$, with a mean value of $1.00 \times 10^{-8}$ m$^2$/s$^3$. Error bounds for each individual event had similar upper and lower percentage errors as the example given above. A robust feature of the spectra is that for increasing turbulent dissipation, there is an increase in the variance at higher wave numbers, which is consistent with previous studies [Klymak and Moum, 2007a, 2007b].
A common measure for characterizing turbulence in stratified environments is the turbulence activity parameter, $\varepsilon / \nu N^2$ [e.g., Shih et al., 2005]. In order to evaluate the potential for turbulent mixing due to shear instabilities by relaxation events, the turbulence activity parameter for each mixing period (e.g., $\langle \varepsilon \rangle / \nu \langle N^2 \rangle$) was plotted as a function of the local median gradient $Ri$ following the warm fronts (Figure 8). An inverse relationship exists between the turbulence activity parameter and local median $Ri$ such that at the highest activity numbers, the local median $Ri$ nears the critical value (0.25). Furthermore, plotting the turbulence activity against the number of individual points that had $Ri < 0.25$ following the relaxations reveals the general trend that as the turbulence activity increased, so did the number of potentially dynamically unstable events (i.e., $Ri < 0.25$, figure not shown). This again points to local shear-produced turbulence as the dominant mixing mechanism in the stratified interior at this site.

Uncertainty of the dissipation estimates was evaluated by performing a sensitivity analysis with three input parameters to the isopycnal slope spectra model: $c_{obs}$, $\langle N^2 \rangle$, and $\Gamma$. The observed propagation speed ($c_{obs}$) and averaged buoyancy frequency ($\langle N^2 \rangle$) were varied from 75 to 125% of the originally calculated value, while the mixing efficiency ($\Gamma$) was varied between 0.1 and 0.29 based on direct numerical simulations (DNS) and turbulence activity numbers observed since $\Gamma$ itself is a function of the turbulence activity number [Shih et al., 2005]. Figure 9 displays the effects of the three inputs to the calculated dissipation along with standard deviations across all relaxation events ($n = 7$) at each point. Dissipation estimates were not sensitive to the calculated values of $c_{obs}$ and $\langle N^2 \rangle$, as these parameters never changed the calculated dissipation by more than a factor of two, which is within the 95% confidence range. Likewise, dissipation was weakly dependent on the choice of mixing efficiency near 0.2, but did change by a factor of three at the smallest value of $\Gamma = 0.1$; however, given the observed turbulence activity numbers, $\Gamma$ is not likely to be this low [Shih et al., 2005] and hence not as influential in the dissipation estimate. The only parameter that showed significant variability across different relaxation events, as highlighted by the standard deviations shown in Figure 9, was $c_{obs}$. These results highlight the robustness of the isopycnal slope spectra model for estimating dissipation.

4. Discussion

4.1. Non-canonical Nature

Using a numerical model, we examined the non-canonical nature of the observed bores, in which the initial bore is followed by gradual cooling of the water column until an abrupt warm front relaxation and high frequency oscillations quickly erode the stratification. This structure appears
to be dependent on the bathymetric slope, which can be measured relative to the internal wave slope using the internal Iribarren number,

$$\xi = \frac{s}{a^{1/2}},$$

where $s$ is the bathymetric slope, and $a$ and $\lambda$ are the offshore amplitude and wavelength of the incoming internal wave, respectively [e.g., Boegman et al., 2005]. To examine this dependence, we employed the fully nonlinear, nonhydrostatic model SUNTANS [Fringer et al., 2006] in a two-dimensional domain that represents a vertical transect along the median observed propagation path of the bores (195.4°; Figures 1a and 1c). The model domain was 20 km long and 80 m deep, with a horizontal grid spacing ($\Delta x$) of 5 m and a vertical grid spacing ($\Delta z$) of 1 m. A time step size ($\Delta t$) of 1 s was chosen in order to satisfy the stability constraint associated with the calculation of the internal waves. The turbulence model assumed a constant eddy viscosity of $10^{-4}$ m$^2$/s in both the horizontal and vertical directions and no scalar diffusivity. The model was initialized with realistic stratification measured from CTD casts in southern Monterey Bay near the time of the field observations (courtesy of Monterey Bay Research Aquarium Institute), and was forced at the offshore boundary by the mode-1 internal wavefield associated with this stratification and the $M_2$ tidal frequency. The model was run for five tidal periods (2.7 $\times$ 10$^5$ time steps). With these parameters, two scenarios were considered: a canonical case with a gentler slope ($\xi = 0.2$) and a non-canonical case with a steeper slope taken from actual bathymetry ($\xi = 2$; Figure 1c). Since the slope ($s$) and wavelength ($\lambda$) are set by the bathymetry and forcing, respectively, the modeled Iribarren number ($\xi$) is set by the initial amplitude ($a$) of the wave, which was chosen to match the observed change in temperature due to the bores in the realistic case.

[Figure 10] The model results show a clear distinction in the nature of the bores for different Iribarren numbers. Figure 10 shows, for both cases, a snapshot of the bore at several times, along with the temperature signal observed at the 15 m isobath (the location of field observations at MN). The lower Iribarren number (gentler slope) case results in a canonical
bore structure. In this case, the incoming wave has time to shoal, steepen, and break, sending a bore (bolus) up the slope. This leads to a more canonical temperature signal at the 15 m isobath with an abrupt cold front followed by gradual warming [e.g., Leichter et al., 1996; Hosegood and van Haren, 2004]. Conversely, the higher Iribarren number (steeper slope) case results in a non-canonical bore structure that is qualitatively similar to our observations. In this case, the incoming wave does not have time to shoal or break. Rather, the wave essentially slouches up and down the steep slope in a similar manner to a standing wave at a vertical wall. As the wave slouches up, it sends gradually cooler water past the 15 m isobath. After reaching its peak position on the slope, it quickly recedes back down the slope, resulting in an abrupt warm front at the 15 m isobath. The corresponding temperature signal (Figure 10) is qualitatively similar to that shown in Figure 2b. Although the model greatly simplifies the real system, it captures and reproduces the basic dynamics of the observed non-canonical bores, and demonstrates the importance of the Iribarren number on internal wave shoaling dynamics in southern Monterey Bay and potentially other nearshore regions.

4.2. Turbulent Dissipation and Mixing

[31] Estimates of turbulent dissipation rates in coastal zones are important in determining vertical mixing of tracers. Variability in turbulent mixing on the shelf has been attributed to various physical phenomena and often spans several orders of magnitude [Carter et al., 2005]. Conventional estimates of turbulent dissipation with moored instruments have significant issues in coastal zones due to small velocities with a high noise floor and wave contamination. Likewise, wave-turbulence separation methods for estimating turbulent stresses and shear production (and ultimately dissipation assuming equilibrium turbulence) from ADCPs are also affected by waves [e.g., Rosman et al., 2008; Kirincich et al., 2010], with wave-turbulence separation methods often not appropriate in certain environments [Walter et al., 2011]. However, the technique of using isopycnal slope spectra to estimate dissipation rates does not suffer significantly from surface wave contamination and may be appropriate for use in coastal waters with strong wave signatures [e.g., Woodson et al., 2011].

[32] Turbulent dissipation rates of the warm front relaxations in this study were on average an order of magnitude larger than the average dissipation rates found by Carter et al. [2005] on the southern shelf of Monterey Bay using microstructure measurements. Likewise, Carter et al. [2005] observed the passing of high acoustic backscatter events with elevated dissipation rates the same order of magnitude as the events in this study, which they attribute to nonlinear internal waves. However, they lacked the spatial and temporal resolution to fully resolve these events that are likely similar to the bores observed in this study. Given that their average dissipation rates included these elevated dissipation events, it is not a leap to say that the bore events in this study might be associated with dissipation rates two orders of magnitude larger than the background level (i.e., excluding bore events) previously observed on the southern shelf of Monterey Bay.

[33] Dissipation estimates can be compared to the near-bed, bottom-generated turbulence by considering the law of the wall scaling for dissipation,

$$\varepsilon = \frac{u^3}{\kappa z}$$

where $\kappa = 0.41$ is the Von Kármán constant, $z$ is the height above the bed, and $u_*$ is the friction velocity [Pope, 2000]. The friction velocity squared is estimated using a drag-law near the bed,

$$u^*_f = C_d u_b^2,$$

where $C_d = 2.5 \times 10^{-3}$ is the drag coefficient for a sandy bottom [Gross and Nowell, 1983], and $u_b = \sqrt{u^2 + v^2}$ is the near-bed velocity taken to be at the first ADCP bin height of $z = 0.935$ m. Thus, the bottom-generated turbulence can be approximated by,

$$\varepsilon = \frac{(C_d)^{1/2} u_b^3}{\kappa z}.$$
The mean near-bed dissipation was $2.90 \times 10^{-8}$ m$^2$/s$^3$, which is comparable to the mean dissipation value near the thermocline of $1.00 \times 10^{-5}$ m$^2$/s$^3$ found using isopycnal slope spectra. Turbulence in the stratified interior during the relaxation events is the same order of magnitude as the near-bed, bottom-generated turbulence. Moreover, the stratification present throughout the bore/relaxation event should limit bottom-generated TKE to the region near the bed where it is unable to penetrate vertically [cf. Monismith and Fong, 1996]. Consequently, the local shear-produced TKE in the stratified interior by the warm front relaxations, rather than the bottom-generated TKE, dominates mixing in the middle of the water column. It appears that the turbulence structure in the presence of nearshore bores is substantially different than would be expected from the standard conceptual model of a bottom mixed layer under a stratified interior (Figure 11).

Vertical turbulent diffusivities were quantified during the relaxation events following the Osborn [1980] formulation:

$$
\kappa = \Gamma \langle z \rangle (N^2)^{1/2},
$$

(10)

where $\Gamma = 0.2$ was taken to be a constant based on the turbulence activity numbers found in this study and the DNS simulations of Shih et al. [2005]. Diffusivities ranged from $1.84 \times 10^{-6}$ to $2.31 \times 10^{-5}$ m$^2$/s with a mean value of $1.00 \times 10^{-5}$ m$^2$/s, indicating the importance of the bore relaxation events to diapycnal mixing in the interior.

5. Summary and Implications

We observed transient stratification and mixing events associated with nearshore internal bores in southern Monterey Bay using an array of instruments with high spatial and temporal resolution. Velocity and density data show repeated episodes of cold and warm water intrusions propagating through the array. The arrival of the bores is characterized by surging masses of dense (cold) water near the bottom that tend to stratify the water column. The bore is followed by a gradual decline in temperature throughout the water column (bore period) until a sharp warm-front relaxation and high frequency fluctuations return the column back to roughly its original state (mixing period). The structure of the bores did not follow the canonical shape of shoaling internal waves on a gentle, linear slope. The non-canonical nature of these bores and relaxations was examined with a numerical model and explained by a dependence on the internal Iribarren number.

The transient stratification and mixing events generated by these bores dramatically alter the physical environment found in the nearshore and represent the dominant source of variability in this ecologically important region of the inner shelf. The bores and fronts are an important mechanism by which deeper offshore waters are supplied to the nearshore. These waters are also a significant source of nutrients to support macrophyte and phytoplankton growth [Leichter et al., 1996; McPhee-Shaw et al., 2007; Lucas et al., 2011], and can significantly affect other organisms because of the low dissolved oxygen (DO) concentration and pH that is found at depth in the eastern Pacific [e.g., Checkley and Barth, 2009]. The low DO waters can also lead to the development of hypoxic events [Chan et al., 2008], if the relaxation events do not provide enough mixing to reoxygenate the water column. Likewise, the bores and relaxations are thought to promote the exchange of organisms and larvae between the nearshore and regions of the inner shelf further offshore [e.g., Pineda, 1991, 1994, 1995, 1999]. While large-scale models like the Central California Coast Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS) have significantly improved our understanding of how mesoscale transport might affect connectivity of different habitats, they cannot yet be used with much confidence to assess connectivity nearshore environments like kelp forests because these current models simply do not resolve important physics such as internal bores. Finally, the turbulence in the presence of nearshore internal bores is substantially different than would be expected from the standard conceptual model of a bottom mixed layer under stratified interior. This ultimately affects the diapycnal mixing that is critical for many ecological processes including benthic grazing, primary production, nutrient cycling, hypoxia development, and the mixing of tracers such as pollutants from sewage outfalls [e.g., Wolanski and Pickard, 1983; Leichter et al., 1996; Boehm et al., 2002; Chan et al., 2008]. As the results of this study show, internal bores dramatically alter the physics of coastal environments and need to be considered when assessing nearshore water column dynamics and local mixing.
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